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Abstract

In this report a D.C. four terminal model is developed for the integrated cir
cuit MOS transistor. The model gives an accurate description of the drain
current in the linear and saturation region. Special attention has been paid
to the carrier mobility, which is dependent on bias voltages. In addition
the static feedback effect and channel-length-modulation have been taken
into account to describe the drain current and drain conductance in satu
ration mode. The model accurately predicts the dependence of transistor
threshold voltage and current gain on substrate bias for channel-implanted
devices.
The parameter set of the model can be determined from a set of simple D.C.
measurements at different bias conditions. It is described which measure
ments have to be done to determine the parameters subsequently. Some
arguments are given to check the fysical plausibility of the parameters.

Since the model has been developed for analog applications it is tested
in an analog circuit, a balanced integrator. Here the MOS transistor is
used as a resistor. The ohmic value can be controlled by changing the gate
and bulk bias voltages. Special attention has to be paid to minimizing the
third order distortion of the drain-source current. A Taylor series for the
drain current is developed to predict the distortion behaviour. It appears
that we can minimize the third order distortion by choosing proper gate
and bulk bias voltages. For the calculation a correct parameterset is of
great importance.
Measurements have been done to find the minima in third order distortion
of the MOS resistor, and measurement results are compared to calculations.
Finally conclusions have been drawn for achieving good transistor models
for use in analog circuitry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This report describes the graduate work which was done to conclude the
study of electrical engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
The work has been carried out at the Philips Research Laboratories Eind
hoven from October 1990 until May 1991.

In most models currently used for MOSFETs several effect that influence
the drain current are neglected. To achieve a proper description of the
drain current in this report special attention has been paid to describing
the bias dependence of the effective mobility in the channel and the influ
ence of the depletion region on the drain current, since these effects are
often not adequately described in MOSFET models. In this report a model
is presented for the MOSFET drain current in the strong inversion region
(gate voltages above threshold). Since analog applications demand a more
accurate description of the drain current, special attention has been paid to
describing the bulk effect. Also some other effects have been taken into ac
count, like static feedback and the drain conductance in saturation, which
are often neglected in models for digital applications.
The model equations have been fitted to measured values of the drain cur
rent at various bias conditions. Transistors have been used with several
channel lengths, both p-channel and n-channel devices from various pro
cesses.

An important use of the MOSFET in integrated circuits is the implemen
tation as controled resistor. A disadvantage is the non-linearity of the
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current-voltage characteristics, which means that it is important to mini
mize the higher harmonics in the current. The above model has been used
to predict the gate and bulk bias conditions necessarily for minimization of
third harmonic distortion, which is particular important in balanced inte
grator filters [1]. According to the model equations it is possible to cancel
all third order distortion.

Measurements have been done on various n-channel and p-channel tran
sistors to find the minima in third harmonic output. The results have been
used to make recommendations with respect to MOSFET modelling for
very demanding applications in analog circuitry.
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Chapter 2

MOSFET modelling

The purpose of this chapter is to present a complete set of transistor
model equations that can adequately descripe the drain current in MOS
transistors. The model is only valid for gate voltages above threshold. We
shall first derive a simple equation for the drain current, and next take
into account some important factors that affect the drain current, such as
mobility reduction, saturation behaviour and channel implantation.

Gall O.lcIc

Substrate
It,ooy)

Figure 2.1: Simplified structure of an n-channel MOS transistor

2.1 The drain current

In the strong-inversion case, the current is dominated by drift [2], and we
can write for n-channel devices:

dV
IDS = -J.'nWQi dx (2.1)
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where J.Ln is the electron mobility, W is the channel width, V is the channel
to-bulk potential, x is the lateral direction, and Qi is the free-carrier surface
charge in the inversion layer. Integration of this equation from source to
drain, assuming the current is constant over the whole channel-length L,
gives the basic equation for the drain current

(2.2)

Now we have to develop an equation for the surface charge Q i of free carriers
in the inversion layer, which can be done by writing

(2.3)

where Qa is the total semiconductor charge and Qd is the depletion charge
per unit area. If we now apply the charge sheet approximation (which im
plies that practically all of the depletion region is free of mobile carriers and
consequently all of the potential difference is dropped across the depletion
region) we can easily get an equation for the depletion charge. This is done
by solving the Poisson equation

with limiting conditions

1. p = -qNA = constant from the surface (y=O) to the end of the
depletion layer (y=W)

2. t/J(y = 0) = 2<PB

3. t/J(y = W) = 0

Solving Poisson's equation under these assumptions we obtain for the de
pletion charge

Qd = -J2EaqNA2<PB (2.4)

where Ea is the dielectric constant in silicum, q is the elementary charge,
N A is the effective substrate impurity concentration (per unit volume), and
<P B is the potential difference between the intrinsic and the Fermi level in
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Figure 2.2: N-channel MOSFET, terminal voltages refered to the substrate

the bulk.
For the total charge Q. we can write

(2.5)

where Coz is the capacitance (per unit area) of the oxide between gate and
semiconductor, VFB is the Hatband-voltage, and VGB - V is the gate-to
channel voltage, which is dependent on the position in the channel.
Now we can write for the free-carrier charge in the inversion layer

where

(2.6)

(2.7)

Furthermore the quantity

VTO = VFB + 2~B + 1J2~B (2.8)

is known as the threshold voltage at zero source-bulk bias, and Qi can be
expressed as

(2.9)

If an additional source-to-bulk voltage has been applied the depletion charge
will enhance, and in (2.4) we have to replace 2~B into (2~B+V). This can
also be written as

(2.10)
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where we have obtained an expression for the minimal gate-to-channel volt
age at which inversion in the channel takes place, called the threshold volt
age

(2.11)

Now we can rewrite the expression for the current into

j -Q.
IDs = /3 Co~ dV

where we have introduced the gain factor

The drain current can also be written as

where

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

In principle this result is only valid if a strong inversion layer exists along
the channel. When the drain voltage is gradually increased, the inversion
charge Qi according to (2.10) diminishes at the drain end. From a math
ematical viewpoint the drain voltage VDB"l1t, at which Qi approaches zero
value, is given by

VDB"l1t = VGB - VTO + ,J2~B + (2.16)

,2 [1 _ {I + 4
2

(VGB - VTO + 2~B + ,J2~B)P/2]
2 ,

In reality Qi can never become zero owing to the continuity of current flow.
In fact, when Qi approaches zero, the electric field increases to a value at
which velocity saturation occurs. This mechanism causes the current to
saturate. For voltages exceeding VDB"l1t the expression (2.14) can be used
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again, provided that the variable V DB is replaced by VDBs/lt '

We can write the drain current as a function of 3 voltages and 4 parameters:

(2.17)

For p-channel devices similar expressions can be used, replacing NA by ND ,

J.Ln by J.Lp, thus changing all parameters. Using the same function j( ... ) we
can now write

(2.18)

(2.20)

2.2 Bias dependence of carrier mobility

Equation (2.14) for the drain current was derived with the implied assump
tion that the carrier mobility in the conducting channel is constant. In fact
carriers in the conducting channel will be subjected to an electric field per
pendicular to the two-dimensional channel, which will decrease the effective
mobility. If this normal field is low the mobility will be at a certain value,
which will decrease with increasing normal field. A simple way to model
this effect is

(2.19)

Now (30 is used as the gain factor at threshold, which value is determined
by the normal field due to the gate voltage at threshold. The gain factor
will decrease with the normal field Ell' and E c is defined as the normal field
at which the gain factor has decreased with a factor of 2.
Now we can write in a first-order approximation

Ell- = eAVGT + eBVSBEc

where V GT = V GS - V T and e A and eB are model parameters to describe
this mobility reduction.

For higher drain-source voltages the gate-to-channel voltage at the drain
side of the channel will deviate considerably from the gate-source voltage,
and thus the average perpendicular electric field will be smaller than the
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calculation in (2.20). We model this effect by applying an extra parameter
eo, thus altering (2.20) into

E y V ( )E
c

= eAVGT + eBVSB + eo DS 2.21

where eo will be negative for long-channel devices and (if we assume that
the lateral electric field will be constant through the channel) we expect:

1eo ~ --eA (2.22)
2

Furthermore in short-channel devices we have to take into account velocity
saturation , because the lateral electric field will be much higher. This
effect can also be modelled in the parameter eo, which will become positive
for short-channel devices (the mobility will decrease with increasing VDS)'

Since the lateral electric field will be:

E z ~ V~S (2.23)

we expect eo to be proportional to 1/L.
Another effect that will reduce the effective mobility is the MOSFET series
resistance [5]. We expect the influence of series resistance to increase in
short-channel devices, and in first order approximation this effect will also
be proportional to 1/L.

Taking these mobility reduction effects into account the new gain factor
can be written as

(2.24)

2.3 Saturation mode

For high values of the drain-source voltage the gate-to-channel voltage at
the drain side of the channel will become very low, and thus Qi will be
low. Now the current will be determined by velocity saturation in this
region, and the current will saturate. Beyond the saturation voltage VDSsat

it can be seen that the drainconductance does not become zero, but the
current will increase slightly with VDS • This effect can be explained by
static feedback and channel-length-modulation.
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2.3.1 The saturation voltage

In the equation for the saturation voltage given in (2.16) it was assumed
that the mobility in the conducting channel was independent on the drain
voltage. Naturally the additional term in the denominator of (2.24) will
affect the value of the saturation voltage. The new saturation voltage can
be derived from the condition that the derivative of the current expression
should approach zero at the saturation voltage

dIDs Iv. = 0
dVDS DS ...t

where we have to use the new equation for the drain current

with

(2.25)

(2.26)

VGT = VGS - VTO + "1V2iPB - "1VVSB + 2iPB (2.27)

and the g-function given in (2.15). In appendix B it is proved that this will
lead to a biquadratic equation in VDSaat and therefore we use an approxi
mation of the saturation voltage by writing

(2.28)

Since .6.Vaat may be considered as only a correction to VDBaat if the param
eter ec is small, the g-function (2.15) can be expanded as a Taylor-series
in .6.Vaat , being cut off after the first order term. Remembering that the
first derivative of the g-function in VDBaat was zero, we obtain

with

.6.V ...., eC[9(VDBaat) - g(VSB )]
aat'""" [1 + eAVGT + eBVSB + eCVDSaat]g" (VDBaat)

(2.29)

"(V ) - d2g(VDBaat) - -1- "1 (2.30)
9 DBaat - dV,6 - 2JVDBaat + 2iPB

Now the corrected saturation voltage VDBaat is given by equations (2.16)
and (2.28).
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The equation for the current can be written as

(2.31)

where the effective drain-bulk reverse voltage VR is given by

(2.32)

2.3.2 Static feedback

When the average distance between the conducting drain and the channel
becomes small, an increase of drain bias induces some excess mobile charge
in the channel. Naturally the drain end of the channel near the pinch-off
region is most affected, and the increase of mobile charge enhances the sat
uration current. In order to take this increase into account quantitatively,
we interprete the above effect as an apparent increase of the effective gate
driving voltage

VG -+ VG + 1]VDs (2.33)

Generally 1] depends on the oxide thickness and the drain and substrate
doping profile. Consequently this quantity has to be considered as a process
parameter. The above gate-driving voltage causes the drain current to vary
slightly with drain bias (static feedback effect).

2.3.3 Channel length modulation

In addition to the above effect the saturated drain current may increase
with VDS by a slight shift of the saturation point towards the source. This
effect is known as channel length shortening. To model this effect a form
of channel length modulation is usually chosen, which implies writing the
current as

I - [ f30] g{VDB ) - g{VSB )

DS - 1- 6.
L
L 1 + 8 AVGT + 8 B VSB + 8 CVDS

A fair approach for the channel shortening term is given by [2].

I::1L = a[{Vp + V)1/2 - V;/2]

12
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where

v = ~[(VD.- VD8at ) + {(VD - VD8at )
2+ €}1/2] (2.36)

Here we have introduced three modelling parameters: Q, Vp and € to de
scribe the drain conductance in saturation.

.., L

.6'
At

Figure 2.3: Channel (aJ at pinch-off; (bJ above pinch-off

2.4 Threshold adjustment implant

In MOS transistors with threshold voltage adjustment, the ion implantation
in the channel causes the threshold voltage dependence upon the source
to-bulk bias to deviate from the classical equation

(2.37)

Consequently the classical model incorrectly predicts threshold voltage and
drain current when used over a range of source-to-bulk biases. The purpose
of this subsection is to present a set of transistor model equations that takes
into account the difference between the concentration of the semiconduc
tor surface implantation and the bulk impurity concentration [2]. In this
channel-implanted model, the concentration profile is approximated as a
constant impurity concentration Ni that extends from the semiconductor
surface to a depth <1;. At greater depths than <1; the impurity concentra
tion is assumed to be equal to the substrate doping NB. The impurity
concentrations near the drain and source regions will deviate from the con
centration in the middle of the channel, but this effect is only important in
short channel devices, and for simplicity we will neglect it here.
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It is obvious that in the box-type profile the dependence of the free carrier
charge density upon the surface potential will change when the depletion
region depth becomes greater than d;. When the surface-to-bulk potential
will be at a voltage Vsx the depletion region depth will be exactly equal to

di ·
qNid;

Vsx = -- - 2~B (2.38)
2€,

Considering this we see that there are three regions in which we have to
present different equations for the drain current [3].

Depiction rqion

r, .

I
Figure 2.4: Depletion region (shaded area) in a transistor with a p substrate
and a p implant. The depletion region around the n+ region is not shown
for simplicity. (a) Region 1; (b) Region 9; (c) Region 2.

2.4.1 Region 1

The depletion region depth is smaller than d; over the whole channel length,
from source to drain. This will be the case when VSB < VDB < Vsx.
Now the gate-source threshold voltage reads

(2.39)
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If VGS > VTl , the saturation voltage without mobility reduction is given by

VDB~at,l = VGB-VTO+li\f2q,B+~ [1-{1+ ~l (VGB -VTO+2q,B+li\f2q,B)}1/2]

(2.40)
and the drain current is given by

(2.41)

where

(2.42)

Mobility reduction modelled by eo leads to a correction of the saturation
voltage:

V,i;BlIat,l = VDBlIat,l + .6.VlIat,l

In region 1 the correction on the saturation voltage is given by

.6.V __ -eO[gl(VDBlIat,l) - gdVSB)]
lIat,l -- [1 + eAVGT + eBVSB + eOVDSlIat,l]g~(VDBlIat,l)

with

(2.43)

(2.44)

•() Ii ( )gl VDBlIat,l = -1- . / 2.45
2y VDBlIat,l + 2q,B

Now the corrected saturation voltage is given by equation (2.43), and we
have to write the expression for VR as

(2.46)

2.4.2 Region 2

The depletion region depth at the source is smaller than di , but at the
drain it is greater then di • This is the case when VSB < Vsx ~ VDB . The
threshold voltage VT2 can be defined as the lowest gate voltage at which
inversion takes place in the channel, thus VT2 = VTl . However, if the gate
to-bulk voltage does not exceed a voltage

(2.47)
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it can be seen that the device is always in saturation. In this case for the
saturation voltage we have to take VDBsat,l'
However, if the gate-bulk voltage is greater than VTx we have to use a new
saturation voltage:

VDBsat,2 = VGB - VTO + liV24?B - ~VT + (2.48)

1
2

[1 - {1 + 42(VGB - VTO + 24?B + liV24?B - ~VT - ~¢)}1/2]
2 I

Here we have used terms for the threshold voltage shift

1 2 ,..-----

~VT = (1- 2hiVVSX + 24?B
Ii

and the correction voltage term

1
2

~¢ = (1 - 2)(VSX + 24?B)
Ii

The drain current in region 2 is expressed by

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

where we have introduced the function

92(V) = (VG-VTO+liV2.,pB-~VT)V-~V2_~I(V+24?B-~¢)8/2 (2.52)
2 3

with
VSX1 = Min(Vsx ,VDBsat,l) (2.53)

Here again mobility reduction (ec ) alters the saturation voltage into

where

~V '" -eC[91(VSX1 ) - 91 (VSB ) + 92 (VDBsat,2) - 92(Vsxd]
sat,2'" [1 + eAVGT + eBVSB + eCVDSsat,2]9;(VDBsat,2)

and
"( I92 VDBsat2) = -1- --;========
, , 2VVdsat ,2 + 24?B - ~¢

Now we have to write the expression for VR as

VR = Min(VDB ,VDBsat,2)

16
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2.4.3 Region 3

The depletion region depth is greater than di , which is equivalent to
Vsx ~ VSB < VDB .
The gate-source threshold voltage is given by

If VGS > VT3 then
IDs,s = ,B[92(VR ) - 92(VSB )]

The saturation voltage can be written as

V~B"at,S = VDB"at,S + DoV sat, 3

where

VDB"at,S = VDB"at,2

and

DoV"'" -eO [92(VDaat ,2) - 92 (Vs )]
"at,S"'" [1 + eAVGT + eBVS + e O (VD"at,2 - Vs )]9;(VD"at,2)

with 9;, (VD "at,2) given by equation (2.56).
Now we can set the reverse voltage to

2.5 Smoothing

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)

To prevent a discontinuity in the drainconductance 9DS which could happen
for values of VDB near Vsx or VDB5at we can use a smoothing function to
produce a smooth transition in VR when changing from VDB to VDB5at. We
use a hyp-function, named hyps:

hyPS(VDB , V~B"at' f) = VD - %(VD - VD"at + [(VD - VD"at)2 + 4f~]1/2)

+%(VDS"at + [(VDS"at)2 + 4f~]1/2) (2.64)
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with
O.3VnSsat

fh =
1 + VnSsat

Now we can set VR and VSX1 to

(2.65)

(2.66)

To achieve continuity in the drain current in region 2 we have to set VR in
this region to

(2.67)
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Chapter 3

Parameter determination

In this section it is discussed how all parameters of the previous described
model can be determined from measurements. It is obvious that a good
set of parameters is indispensable for a good description of the transistor
behaviour by the given model. It will be discussed which measurements are
necessarry for an accurate determination of the model parameters. Unfortu
nately each set of parameters may not be unique (another set of parameters
could give about the same fit to measurements) so we have to discuss the
physical plausibility of the determined parameters.
The relevant parameters are:

2q>B

'"'fi, '"'f
VTO
(30
eA
eB

ec
'7
a, Vp , E

Vsx

Surface potential at the onset of inversion with zero bulk bias
Body effect coefficients
Threshold voltage at zero source-bulk bias
Gain factor at low bias conditions
Mobility reduction factor owing to gate-induced field
Mobility reduction factor owing to back-bias
Mobility reduction factor owing to lateral field
Static feedback factor
Modelling constants to describe drain conductance
Boundary in channel-to-bulk potential caused by channel
implantation
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3.1 Measurement set up

The measurements are performed by determination of the drain current as a
function of the applied gate-source, source-bulk, and drain-source voltages.
To determine the parameters the measurements are divided in three groups.
In the first group the drain current is measured at low drain-source bias, by
varying the gate-source voltage stepwise at different values for the source
bulk voltage. In the second group the drain-source voltage is varied at
different values for the other two voltages. Finally in the third group the
drain conductance is measured as a function of the drain-source voltage.

3.1.1 The drain current at low drain-source bias

These measurements are typically done at VDS = 100mV. We take differ
ent values of the source-bulk reverse bias and vary the gate-source voltage
stepwize. It is obvious that the parameters used for the drain conductance

~::r-------------------..,

2~B = 0.7228
"7 =0.1724
"7; = 0.6057
Vsx = 1.7115
VTO =0.7436
1J0 = 1.73 X 10-4

SA =0.0688
SB =0.0115

N-ehannel
0.501
W/L=20/10

Figure 3.1: Measured (dots) and calculated characteristics (fully drawn
lines) of an-channel MOSFET at VDS = 100mV and VSB varying between
o Volt and 4.5 Volts in steps of 0.75 Volts

in the saturation region (0:, Vp , E) can not be determined in this group of
measurements. Furthermore, due to the low value of VDS , it will be difficult
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(3.1)

to determine the parameters 'fJ and ec since they descripe effects that de
velop at higher values of VDS ' This leaves us to determine the parameters
VTo ,24>B,I,eA and eB' In implanted channel MOSFETs also Ii and Vsx
can be determined.

First measurements are done at zero source-bulk bias. Now the param
eter VTO can easily be determined because it can be defined as the lowest
gate voltage at which current begins to flow. The expression for the current
(2.26) in this region (VDS ~ 0) can be approximated by a first order Taylor
series in VDS

I
- (.l (VGS - VTO)VDS

DS - fJO
1 + eA(VGS - VTO )

where we can see that f30 and e A can easily be determined by fitting the
calculated characteristics to the measured values.

After the determination of these three parameters we can use measurements
at different source-bulk bias voltages to determine the values of 24>B, I and
eB by fitting the model equations for the threshold voltage

(3.2)

(3.3)

and for the drain current

I - (.l VGTVDS
DS - fJO

1 + eAVGT + eBVSB

to the measured values by optimizing the model equations.
In implanted channel devices the parameters Ii and Vsx can be determined
by the fact that the threshold voltage VT and the surface inversion volt
age 24>B have to be corrected by the treshold voltage shift (2.49) and the
correction voltage term (2.50) if the current changes from region 1 (low
source-bulk bias) to region 3 (high source-bulk bias). This is described in
section 2.4.

3.1.2 The drain current at higher drain-source volt
ages

In this measurement group the drain-to-source voltage is considered as a
variable.
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~g-r------------------.

..
eo = -0.0158
,., = 0.00182

Figure 3.2: Measured and calculated values of the drain current for the same
device as used in the previous figure, gate-source bias voltages are 2, 9.5 and
5 Volts, bulk-source bias voltages are 0, 9 and 5 Volts

The drain current is measured as a function of VDS at different gate
source and source-bulk bias voltages. Because these measurements include
both the linear region and the saturation region it is possible to determine
the mobility reduction factor owing to the lateral field eo and the static
feedback factor 11. Since also the saturated current is measured we could
determine the parameters for the channel length modulation, but these
can better be determined from measurements of the drain conductance in
saturation.

3.1.3 The drain conductance

The values for the drain conductance don't have to be measured separately
but can be calculated from the drain current characteristics. They are
mainly used to determine the parameters Q, Vp and E. Since the static
feedback effect also determines the drain conductance the parameter 11 could
also be determined in this measurement group.
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\0

011L = 0.0138
Vp =0.3430
(= 0.3565

·.. .

Figure 3.3: Measured and calculated values of drain cor;.ductance for the
same device as used in the previous figure, gate bias voltages are 2, 9.5 and
5 Volts, bulk bias voltages are 0, 9 and 5 Volts

3.2 Some physical arguments with respect
to the parameters

Not all model parameters are independent on each other. There is often
a connection between parameters caused by the channel length (L). This
can easily be seen in the gain factor fio which will depend on the channel
length by

w
fio = p,Cozr;

Since the mobility of electrons is higher than the mobility of holes in silicon
we expect fio for n-channel MOSFETs to be higher than fio for p-channel
MOSFETs. In figure 3.4 we see that the gain factors deviate a factor 3,
which is approximately the value we expected when taking the mobility in
intrinsic silicon [6]. The mobility parameter eA will be influenced by the
series resistance of the MOSFET [5]. In a first approximation we can write

eA = eAo + fiORllerie
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Figure 3.4: (30 as a function of 1/L

and we also expect a linear connection to 1/L. This effect is given in figure
3.5
Finally the mobility parameter eo for long channel devices will be used
to describe the average gate-channel voltage, which is lower than the gate
source voltage. Therefore in long channel devices

1eo ~ -2'eAo

In short channel devices velocity saturation due to the lateral field will be
the most important mobility reduction factor. Now we can write

1
eo~--

EcLeff

According to [2] we can write generally as an approximation for eo
1 1eo = --eAo + - (30R,d
2 EcLeff

where R,d is the series resistance of the drain region. The channel length
dependence has been measured and is given in figure 3.5
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In short channel devices we have to take the effective channel length instead
of the mask length, thus correcting for underdiffusion.

The static feedback factor '1 will also depend on the channel length,
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Figure 3.5: E>A and eo as a function of 1/L

but this effect is not easy to descripe, because the effect is important in
saturation mode, and here the effective channel length is not constant.
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Chapter 4

Distortion behaviour of
MOSFETs

In integrated circuits it is often neceEsary to use MOS transistors as re
sistors. This has technological advantages but in analog circuitry the non
linearity ofthese MOS-resistors is mostly a disadvantage. The configuration
is always made by taking the drain-source channel as a resistor, the ohmic
value of which can be adjusted by applying gate and bulk bias voltages. It
is obvious that the distortion will be greater for large drain-source voltages.
An important analog circuit is the balanced integrator, which in integrated
circuits uses MOSFETs instead of resistors.

4.1 The balanced integrator

The configuration of the balanced integrator is given in figure 4.1, where
the operational amplifier is given schematically because it is available as
standard cell in many design libraries. The distortion of amplifier and
capacitances are assumed to be zero while the gain and the input impedance
of the amplifier are taken infinite. If we take the distortion of the MOS
resistors also zero we can write for their current-voltage relations:

V =R x I

The output of the balanced integrator gives

Vout = ;o!Vindt
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Figure 4.1: MOS resistor used in be/anced integrator

In reality the current-voltage characteristics of the MOSFETs are not lin
ear, but can be written as a Taylor series [7] in VD and Vs with coefficients
that are dependent on VB and Va:

The above equation is an expansion of the equation for the current (2.14).

The non-linearity of the drain current will lead to higher harmonics in the
output voltage. Due to the balanced configuration the even terms in the
output Taylor series will cancel and if we assume equal transistors (with
source at zero volts) the output will contain only odd terms:

Vout = ~ f [CIV.n + cs~~ + Cs~~ + ...]dt

Since we want to design an integrator it is important that the factor CIV.n
is much larger than the higher order terms. Usually the factor Cs~~ is the
most important distortion factor and it is usefull to minimize the coeffi
cient cs, which is bias-dependent. Generally the best integrated balanced
integrator filter is achieved by applying those gate and bulk bias voltages
which will minimize the third order distortion of the drain current.
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4.2 Taylor series for the drain current

Generally the drain-source current can be written as a function of the ap
plied voltages VD, Vs, VB and VG • Since we are interested in the use of
the MOSFET as resistor the non-saturation region is particular interest
ing, since in saturation the distortion will be very large. The equation for
the non-saturated drain current is given by

with
Vg = VG + t]VDS

VgT = VgS - Vio + "'1iV2iPB + "'1VVSB + 2iPB

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

g(V)

We have introduced two new terms:

Vio = VTO + D..VT (4.9)

2iPB= 2iPB - D..¢ (4.10)

where the threshold voltage shift D..VT and the correction voltage term D..¢
are defined in (2.49-2.50).
For low drain-bulk and source-bulk voltages the depletion-layer-width will
be smaller than the depth of the threshold-adjustment-implant in the chan
nel. This region is called region 1. The model equations remain the same,
except that the value for "'1 has to be changed into "'1i. Since we are only in
terested in the non-saturated region the channel-length-modulation is sup
posed to be zero.
IT we take the drain-source voltage variable we can write the equation for
the drain current (4.5) as

1
_ (.l (VgS - VTO + "'1~)VDS - !Vbs - ~[(VDS + 2iPB + VSB )3/2 - (2iP B + VSB )3/2]

DS - /JO
1 + eAVgT + eBVSB + 9 C VDS

(4.11)
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Now we can develop a Taylor series with bias-dependent coefficients

It is obvious that Co = O.
The other coefficients can be derived from (4.5 - 4.8).

/3oVGT
Cl = Y

_ /30[1 "'I ec + f eA v. ]
C2 - - 1] - - - - GT

Y 2 4J2q>'B + VSB Y

/30"'1

with
Y = 1 + eAVGT + eBVSB

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

From this Taylor series it can directly be seen how large the distortion of
the drain current is, given a certain gate and bulk bias condition.

Note that the equation for the current was developed for positive drain
source voltages. IT we use the MOSFET in a configuration like the balanced
integrator also negative drain-source voltages will be applied. We can avoid
this difficulty by defining the terminal with the lower voltage as the source,
and the terminal with the higher voltage as the drain. In the configura
tion of the balanced integrator the gate and bulk bias voltages are given
with respect to the common earth voltage. Now if we apply a sinusoidal
voltage at the input the effective gate-source and bulk-source voltages will
change in time during the negative period of the sine wave. Actually if the
input voltage becomes more negative the effective gate-channel voltage will
enhance, while at the same time the depletion layer will become smaller.
Together this will lead to more free carriers in the conducting channel and
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thus to a larger absolute value of the current. The input voltage can not
become too large (negative) because the drain-bulk diode should always be
in reverse mode. The effect is that the drain current will not be symmetric
with respect to the drain-source voltage.

~::lr----------------,

2~s = 0.7213
.., =0.6048
VTO = 1.0395
Po =1.65 X 10-4

eA =0.1589
es = 0.0659
eo = -0.0199

?

1 .

, -~~=---_T.\5--_T.\ll~--0.5;:--a.o"--Il.5-r---\llr---\5.------110
-WSM

P-ehannel
~ C-501

W/L=20/3.5

Figure 4.2: The drain current, gate bias voltages are -3, -4 and -5 Volts,
bulk bias voltage is -3 Volts

4.3 Cancellation of third order distortion

In the previous section we have seen that distortion in the output voltage
of the balanced integrator is caused by the non-linear behaviour of the
MOSFET used as resistor. In fact the higher harmonics in the MOSFET
current lead directly to higher harmonics in the output voltage. We also
have seen that the third harmonic in the Taylor series, which will lead to
third order distortion, is particularly important. This leaves us to minimize
the coefficient Cs in the current equation (4.12). For convenience (4.15) is
repeated below
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Cs -

/301

with
Y = 1 + eAVGT + eBVSB

If the mobility reduction parameter ec will be negative, we have here two
positive terms and one negative term in the equation for Cs, so it could be
possible that those terms cancel and all third order distortion disappears.
We have now the following equation to solve:

1 1
(e c + 17 e A)2VGT + (e c + 17 e A)( -17 + - + J )Y+

2 4 2~B + VSB

1 y 2 = 0
24(2~B + VSB )S/2

Putting 17 = 0 gives a similar equation as Deguelle has found [4]. It can be
seen as a quadratic equation in VGT, which gives two solutions, a positive
and a negative value. Since the model is not valid in the subthreshold
region only the positive value of VGT gives the right solution. We now get
the voltage VG = VG(VSB ) that has to be aplied for cancellation of third
order distortion.
The solution is given by

(4.17)

with the auxiliarly functions

Po - YdTY2 + Ys]
PI - T 2 + e A TY2 + 2eA ys

P,2 e 2 Ys
AY

1
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in which

This is only valid for Va > VT , where

VT = V;o - iiJ24'!B + iJ24'!'B + VSB (4.18)

Note again that the model is based on the assumption that VD > Vs. If
this is not the case the values for the drain- and source-voltages have to be
interchanged, and current will flow in the opposite direction. Now the same
model equations can be used, considering that the gate- and bulk-voltages
are now taken with respect to the drain, and will change in amplitude
according to the time-dependent drain voltage.
From the previous discussion it appears that distortion cancellation only
takes place if the value for eo is negative. This is the case in "long" channel
devices, where eo models the effect of a reduction of the normal field in
the channel at the drain region.

4.4 The parameterset

For a good description of the MOSFET drain current it is important to have
a good parameterset. Since we are here particularly interested in the higher
harmonics in the current a correct parameterset is even more important for
description of the distortion. If a parameter is not exactly determined
this may have only little influence on the fitting of the drain current to
measured values, but the influence to the predicted minimization of the
third order distortion can be great. The parameters that mostly determine
the exact gate and bulk bias voltages for minimization of distortion have
to be paid special attention to in the determination of the parameterset
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P-channel
2~B = 0.7353
.., = 0.7178
VTO = 0.8121
Po =3.29 x 10-5

6A =0.1363
6B = 0.0843
60 = -0.0277

N-channel
2~B = 0.7130
.., = 0.7750
VTO = 1.0514
Po =8.89 x 10-5

6A =0.0570
6 B =0.0204
60 == -0.0123
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(!I ..> ...

Figure 4.3: Calculated absolute value of V SB versus VGS at third order can
celation

from the measurements of the current-voltage characteristics. From figure
4.4 it appears that the third order distortion is especially sensitive to the
parameters eo and /. If these parameters are incorrectly determined the
minimization of distortion will be predicted at different bias conditions. A
mismatch of ±20% gives minima at different bias voltage conditions, as
given in figure 4.4. The other parameters give only little variation in the
predicted bias conditions if they are determined not totally correct.

4.5 Comparison to MOS model 7 equations

In the more simple MOS model 7 it is assumed that the free carrier charge
in the conducting channel can be described as being linear proportional
to the channel-source voltage at a certain place in the channel. This will
result in current equations with g-functions that contain a quadratic part
of the channel-to-bulk voltage V. In fact this is the same as describing the
"old" g-function (4.8) as a Taylor-series in (V - Vs ) which has been cut-off
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Figure 4.4: Calculated absolute values of the bias voltages at different pa

rameters

after the second-order term. It will lead to the function

97{V) = VgTV - ~(1 + 6)(V - VS)2 (4.19)

in which
6 = . "/ (4.20)

2J2~B + VSB

Now we can write the drain current in the non-sa.tura.tion region as

IDS = /30 97{VD) - 97{VS) (4.21)
1 + e,AVgT + aBVSB + eOvDS

which also can be written as a Taylor-series in VD with Vs = O.

IDS = do + d1VD + d2V.J + dsVE + ... (4.22)

It is obvious that the coefficients do, d1 and d2 will not differ from those
found in (4.12).
Taking

VeT =Ves - Vro + ,,,/2~B - ,,/VVSB + 2~B (4.23)
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y == 1 + 8 AVGT + 8 B VSB

we obtain for the coefficients

(4.24)

(4.27)

(4.25)

(4.26)

do == 0

d - {3oVGT
1 -

Y

d - {3o[1 , 8 a + '7 8 A v: ]
2 - - '7 - - - - GT

Y 2 4J2~B + VSB Y

The third order coefficient ds however differs from the one found in (4.15):

d {3(8a + '7 8 A)2VGT (4.28)
s == ys +

{3(8a + '7 8 A)(-'7 + ~ + 4.J2~r+VSB)
y2 +

Note that these equations are derived for region 3. In region 1 (VSB < Vsx)
we have to change, into 'i.
For total cancellation of third order distortion we have to solve

ds == 0

which gives as solution

(1 + 8 B VSB )(! + 4.J2~r+VSB - '7)
VGT == - 8 8 e 1) (4.29)

- a + - A 2" + 4J2~B+VSB

Only positive solutions of VGT are valid, which means that (according to
model 7) cancellation only appears in devices where

1
8 a < --8A (4.30)

2

But as we have seen in the section on parameter determination this will
never be the case in real devices. This means that according to MOS
model 7 it is impossible to cancel all third order distortion. It also gives
some insight into the processes that play an important role in cancellation
of third order distortion, because it is proved here that the description of
the bulk effect via the ,-factors and the 3j2-power terms is elementary for
the calculations. The approximation for the free carrier charge according to
Model 7 is not accurately enough for description of the distortion behaviour.
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Chapter 5

Measurements

Measurements are performed on integrated MOSFETs of various channel
lengths and from different processes. The minimum in the third order
distortion of the current was measured for both n-channel and p-channel
devices.

5.1 Measurement set up

The distortion of the MOS transistors was measured by applying a sinu
soidal voltage with a frequency of 1 kHz and amplitude 0.4 Volts to the
drain of the transistor and measuring the spectral components of the drain
current at frequency 1 and 3 kHz. The set up drawn in figure 5.1 was used.
If the MOSFET would have a linear characteristic the output would only
contain frequencies of 1 kHz, but since the device is non-linear the output
will contain higher harmonics. We are interested in the third order distor
tion, so we have to look at the output at frequency 3 kHz. Now at different
gate voltages, varying from 2 to 10 Volts, the bulk voltage was adjusted
until a maximum in the difference between the output voltage (measured
logarithmic in dBm) at 1 kHz and the output voltage at 3 kHz was found.
The difference had to be taken because the first harmonic will also vary
with bias conditions. Furthermore the input voltage could not be taken
any smaller in amplitude because of the non-linearity of the input voltage
source, which suffered from little third order distortion.
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Figure 5.1: Set up for the MOS resistor measurements

5.2 Results

From the distortion calculations in the previous chapter it seems that can
cellation of third order distortion generally only appears in devices with a
negative eo. With these long channel devices from various processes dis
tortion measurements were done. The measurement results are presented
here in figure 5.2 for the n- and p-devices with W/L = 10/10. Other de
vices gave similar results, and are given in appendix C. From these figures
it can be seen that there is a reasonable agreement between measurements
and calculated values of the gate and bulk bias voltages at minimization of
third order distortion for the p-channel device, although the measurements
show a lower bulk bias condition. This is not the case in the n-channel de
vice, were the measured values give an other relation between gate and bulk
voltages than was expected from the calculated bias voltages at third order
cancellation. As we have seen in the comparison of the measurements and
the calculations of the gate/bulk bias voltages at distortion minimization
there seems to be a difference between p-channel and n-channel devices.
For p-channel MOSFETs we expect a rather linear relation between gate
and bulk bias voltages, where for a higher bulk bias voltage we also need
a higher gate bias voltage for third order cancellation. This relation can
also be seen in the measured bias voltages at distortion minimization, but
the slope in the V SB - VGS curve seems to change with the channel lengths,
while we do not see this effect in the calculated figures.
In n-channel devices some different effects seem to influence the third har-
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Figure 5.2: Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) absolute values of
the bias voltages for minimization of third order distortion

monic in the current, because now we see that at higher bulk bias voltages
we need lower gate bias voltages for third order distortion minimization.

5.3 Discussion

Although we have calculated gate and bulk bias voltages at which cancel
lation of third order distortion should appear, this can not be measured
simply by applying a sinusoidal voltage with frequency w to the drain of
the MOSFET because the fifth harmonic in the current-expressions will not
be zero, and this will cause a frequency of 3w to appear at the output of
the measurement set up.

I D = ... + CsVi~ + ..

with
ViI' = sin(wt)
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gIves

I D = '" + c5[~sin(wt) - ~sin(3wt) + ~sin(5wt)] + ...
8 16 16

This means we have to search for a minimization of the third order distor
tion rather than a cancellation.
Another problem is the distortion of the input voltage source, which will
also be measured in the output, so the distortion of the MOSFET must have
a minimal value to be detected in the output. The input voltage source
could not be made too small in amplitude because the third harmonic dis
tortion would become even greater (with respect to the first harmonic) for
small amplitudes.
The frequency of 1 kHz was chosen because it was used in other literature
on MOSFET distortion [4]. Lower frequencies did not affect the third or
der distortion so it was concluded that high frequency effects (which are
not modelled) could be neglected and measurements could be done at this
frequency.

The model equations were developed for positive drain-source voltages, but
the measurements were also done on negative input voltages (sinusoidal sig
nals). This means we have to develop a Taylor series for the drain current
around the value VDS = 0 which makes use of equations that are valid also
for negative drain-source voltages. This is not the case in the developed
model equations, though they can easily be used for negative drain-source
voltages, by altering the set (VDs, VGS , VBS ) into (VSD , VGD , VBD), as we
have seen in the previous chapter. By using the given model equation we
actually minimize the third order distortion only during the positive half of
the sinusoidal input signal. For small signals this would give an estimation
for the distortion of the total signal, but it is not possible to use very small
amplitudes due to the distortion of the input source. It would have been
better if a Taylor series was developed that was valid for both positive and
negative drain-source voltages. Indeed an attempt was made to develop
this equation, but it will lead to equations that can not be analytically
solved if we try to cancel all third order distortion.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

A complete set of MOSFET model equations was presented. The deriva
tion of the equations takes into account the effects caused by the treshold
voltage adjustment ion implant, static feedback and velocity saturation. It
can be accurately matched to actual transistor characteristics over a wide
range of bias voltage conditions.

The model equations have been used to develop equations for the bias
conditions necessary for a good electric behaviour of the balanced integra
tor, where the third order distortion is particularly important.
In literature [4] it is suggested that a similar model can predict the can
cellation of third order distortion in long channel MOSFETs. However
the measurements were only performed at devices with channel lengths of
lO0J.Lm and even at these long channel devices the calculations are not to
tally correct. It can be seen that in the measured p-channel devices the
slope of the VSB - Ves curve is smaller than the calculated relation for
100J.Lm devices. For p-channel devices there seems to be reasonable agree
ment between calculations and measurements, but at higher gate-source
bias voltages we see a decreasing relation between bulk and gate bias volt
ages. Apparently for p-channel devices we can approximate the curve for
distortion minimization, but the exact channel length dependence is not
correctly predicted. This can be seen in a difference between the slope of
the measured and the calculated VSB - Ves curves. In n-channel devices
greater deviations occur between measurements and calculations, because
the measured negative slope in the curve can not be found in the calcu-
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lations, not even if we try to change the parameterset. This points to a
mechanism that is not (adequately) described but has an important influ
ence on the third order distortion of the MOSFET current.
We can conclude that the presented model can not adequately descripe the
higher harmonics in the current, which however are important in various
analog applications. Also we have found some difference in the behaviour
of the third order distortion in n-channel devices and in p-channel devices.
This however can not be found in the model equations which are similar
for n-channel and p-channel devices. A fitting of the parameterset to the
minima in the distortion does not give an accurate result, which means
that the model equations have to be expanded to describe the distortion of
MOSFETs accurately.

Further investigations have to be made to find a more accurate description
of the bulk effect. We have seen that the simple approximation for the free
carrier charge used in Model 7 can not describe the third order distortion
in the current. Even the description of the free carrier charge used in the
model equation set presented in this report can not give an adequate pre
diction of the minima in third order distortion. Special attention has to be
paid to the description of the inversion charge around the source and drain
regions, which will also lead to a better fitting of the drain conductance in
short channel MOSFETs. It will result in a correction to the (3/2)-power
series in the current equations. Furthermore a better description of the
doping profile can lead to a correction with respect to the 1-factors, and
this could lead to the found differences between the third order distortion
minimization in n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs. Another effect that
will influence the higher harmonics in the current is the bias dependence of
the carrier mobility, and this can be modelled by paying extra attention to
the bias dependence of the gain factor f3.
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Appendix A

Nomenclature

IDS

VDS

VGD
V

foB

Coz

"I
VFB

VT
VTO

f3

VDBBat

f30

Drain-source current
Drain-source voltage
Gate-bulk voltage
Channel-bulk voltage
Electron mobility
Channel width
Channel length
Free carrier charge in the inversion layer (per unit area)
Charge density in the surface depletion layer (per unit area)
Total space charge density (per unit area)
Lateral direction (from source towards drain)
Distance from surface (oxide-semiconductor interface) into substrate
Elementary electronic charge
Effective impurity concentration (per unit volume)
Potential difference between the intrinsic and the Fermi level in the bulk region
Dielectric constant in silicum
Capacitance of the oxide between gate and semiconductor (per unit area)
Bulk factor
Flatband voltage
Gate-source threshold voltage
Threshold voltage at zero source-bulk bias
Gain factor
Drain-bulk saturation voltage
Gain factor at low bias conditions
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Ez,lJ
Ec

eA
eB

eo
VR

'7
0:, Vp , €

di

Vsx
VDBMt
.6.VT

.6.¢
Raerie

Rad

L e!!

Electric field in the x- or y-direction
Critical electric field
Mobility reduction factor owing to gate-induced field
Mobility reduction factor owing to bulk bias
Mobility reduction factor owing to lateral field
Drain-bulk effective reverse voltage
Static feedback factor
Modelling constants to describe drain conductance
Channel implantation depth
Boundary in channel-bulk potential caused by channel implantation
Drain-bulk saturation voltage corrected for mobility reduction
Threshold voltage shift
Correction voltage term
Total MOSFET series resistance
Series resistance of the drain region
Effective channel length
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Appendix B

The saturation voltage

To determine the saturation voltage we have used an approximation by as
suming that the influence of mobility reduction on the saturation voltage is
only small. It will be shown that if we try to calculate the exact saturation
voltage we have to solve a biquadratic equation.

The exact saturation voltage is achieved by solving

where the drain-source current is given by

(VGS - VTO + lJ2~B)VDS - !V.6s - ~[(VDS + 2~B + VSB )3/2 - (2~B + VSB )3/2]IDs = {3o~:"'::""'_"':"":'_"':""":'_.=..!...--=-=----'--~::....-......_~....::;:..::......-_....::...._...:....:.....:....-_----:....-..,;;;--~---:.
1 + eAVGT + eBVSB + eCvDS

Here we have neglected the static feedback effect in the linear region. This
will lead to the biquadratic equation

where
x = JVDS,at + 2~B + VSB

which means we have to solve this equation to get the saturation voltage.
The factors Ao to A4 will depend on the bias conditions
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As -S,8c

1
A 4 - '28c

where we have introduced the bias dependent terms

E = 2~B + VSB
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Appendix C

Figures
~~
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn lines) values of the drain current,
gate-source bias voltages are 3, 4 and 5 Volts, bulk-source bias voltages are
0, 3 and 5 Volts
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) bias voltages for minimiza
tion of third order distortion for the same device as in above figure
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn lines) values of the drain current,
gate-source bias voltages are 9, ~ and 5 Volts, bulk-source bias voltages are
0, 9 and 5 Volts
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) bias voltages for minimization
of third order distortion for the same device as in above figure
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn lines) values of the drain current,
gate-source bias voltages are 9.75 and 5 Volts, bulk-source bias voltages are
o and 9 Volts
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) bias voltages for minimization
of third order distortion for the same device as in above figure
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn lines) values of the drain current,
gate-source bias voltages are ~, 9.5 and 5 Volts, bulk-source bias voltages
are 0, 9 and 5 Volts
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) bias voltages for minimization
of third order distortion for the same device as in above figure
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn lines) values of the drain current,
gate-source bias voltages are £, 9.5 and 5 Volts, bulk-source bias voltages
are 0, 9 and 5 Volts
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Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) bias voltages for minimization
of third order distortion for the same device as in above figure
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Mea.sured (dots) and calculated (drawn line) bia.s voltages for minimization
of third order distortion for the same device a.s in above figure

Measured (dots) and calculated (drawn lines) values of the drain current,
gate-source bia.s voltages are 2.5, 9.75 and 5 Volts, bulk-source bia.s voltages
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